
Welcome! Happy New Year!

Next month's Master Mind: February 12th

Love Seat© volunteer? _____________________

Q&A w/ Bill next Tuesday the 15th at 6pm MST

Tonight:

We do a "level set" for the entire program in January of 

every year. This is ESPECIALLY valuable to know where 

you are and where you are headed. 

What is The Inevitable You® ?•

Why is this coaching system different and unique?•

Why you want to spend your valuable time to do the 

work here

•

How these tools, and upgrading your "mental software," 

will change everything for you and the results in your 

business in 2019!

•

And we will be looking at:

1-8-19 Master Mind session notes
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People ask me all the time:  what do you do?

Think of it this way:  almost everyone when dealing with an issue creates 

sentences with critical word choices... 

They listen intently to others' sentences and words (what did they mean?)  

And then they decide what their response should be...

Add in feelings (CAN we EVEN control them??)

Conversations are enacted○

Decisions are made.○

Actions are taken.○

We decide what happened, was it good or bad, and did we like it or not?○

"neural structures"
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(on the other hand...)

However, rather than go after the sentences and their words 

to understand, to influence, and to use or avoid...

there is a neural structure that has been learned, tested, and believed (be it good 

OR bad) 

Your Sentence!
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...and futzing with the sentences is a long, long reach back to the neural structure 

itself.

What if... You could... Go after the structure itself?

Understand it?

Change as you wish?

Your Sentence!
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AND NOW... new sentences connected to and supported by, the new structures... 

ARE GAME CHANGERS!!!

"the software" or... The Operating System!
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In short:

Habitual sentences, where do they come from?

Why are THEY true... vs. another one?

Do you not know that by saying them over and over again, 

they become true, they remain true?

Why this photo?

NLP is...  (short form)
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The Science:

What you say (think) .....

And the words have meaning(s)

What you then emotionalize.....

I can...
I can't...
I will...
I won't...
But...
If...
Then again...
Maybe...
Never...
-----------------------
Why think that?
That will never happen for me.
Who do I think I am.
Why does this always happen?

v.
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Why does this always happen?

v.

I am going to think THIS.
I know THAT.
This will...
Not yet, but it will...
I will find a way...
I am the woman/ the man to...
No matter what...

OK, fine you say... 

So will you change your speech tomorrow?

No... Often not, because YOU DON'T BELIEVE.

EVERYTHING... ALL... IS... self-fulfilling, yes?
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Many say, evidence...•

Some say, "fake it/ make it"•

LOA says, "ask/ believe/ receive" (or act 

inspired) but isn't that a "do loop" because you 

have to believe to receive?  You are back to 

square one.

•

The is only one way to easily, consistently, 

and powerfully CHANGE A BELIEF
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Put the emotion in your body you 
would have ......when the belief is true.

It feels true.•

It engages the "right" brain chemistry.•

It is addictive.•

The only caveat is that you must repeat, repeat, repeat.... 

(oh, like you already do now with the negative speech.)

REPEAT:  What is NLP?  

Reality is ... Neurons and "software"
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Reality is ... Neurons and "software"
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"The Hard Drive"

"the Software"

Crucial!!  what is "software?"  what is "data?"  

why should you care?
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Questions...

Commands...

Calculations...

Mutterings...

Context...

equals

Believe...

Fears...

Dreams..
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Fears...

Dreams..

equals

Think...

Feel...

Say...

Do...

and... Don't do...

and then we tell a story as to what's going on...

Upgrade you?  or...  Install new software? 
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We are constantly modifying what's in place... 
meaning... 

...the "old house trailer" is always there.

Change is HARD.

Change is INCREMENTAL.

We want more... and we don't understand why we 
don't act that way.

...does the fat person want to be thin?

...ALL diets work; we don't follow them.

The challenge for most "growth theories/ systems" 
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...does the fat person want to be thin?

...ALL diets work; we don't follow them.

HUGE:

They are just rooting you on, perhaps even loving 
"the broken you" where you are...."come on, you 
CAN be different!"   

Change from THAT place is SOO hard!

So, how is The Inevitable You® different?
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It is about YOU... Not me…

It is not vanilla flavored.

"but I could never by Michael Jordan!"   True, and he could never be 
you…

Your destiny/ your karma/ your legacy is…

Cutting edge theory  blended with the best of 
traditional (that is still real – MUCH of traditional is not –
and most of your professionals don’t/ won’t know that)

What is The Inevitable You® ?
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and most of your professionals don’t/ won’t know that)

tools....tools....TOOLS!

Other speakers "intervene" and "fix"

Us?  

We want YOU to know...

To fix...

To teach!

So you get "tools" and metaphors and archetypes and stories and 
old country bromides...

...wrapped up in a named "tool"
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to be who you want to be... •
to do ... •
to think... •
to anything... •
and it takes as long as “loading software”•

You design YOU... 
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"why are you here?"

"why will you change or not change"

"will you work hard in the system, figure it out?  Or will you slowly 

peter out/ quit and create the reason why?"  (blame me, blame yourself, 

blame life, or all-of-the-above.)

What will you do?

(let's dig deeper, shall we?)

"Precision requirements"1.

Business, love/ relationship, health, money, parenting, spirituality

The 3 "segments"  
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The successful warrior is the 
man, with laser focus.

Bruce Lee

The Splinter:

and...
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"Precision"/ surgical drivers and responses -

I got what I want

I eliminated what I don't want.

I can't/ I quit.

and...

"who" shall remove it?

Can I?•

Will I?•

But what if I cause 

pain?

•

What if they don't 

like me?

•

What if I can't "see" 

it?

•

" a real splinter, no 
brainer...  An 
emotional / 
"software" 
splinter...  What 
should I do?

•
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I got what I want, now I quit.

I got what I want, now what?

If what I got is fine, then it almost feels "stuck."

If I go to the next "precise" need, it feels "herky jerky."

Pound it out - why would I upgrade to "incremental?"

"Incremental drivers"2.
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"high tide - all boats"

I want career, marriage, money, health, ALL to get better (towards) or, get me 

out of all my pain (away.)

•

Broader/ heavy... Can FEEL harder because you approach it as mulitple 

changes, TIY approaches it as an "operating system" change (not an "app.")

•

This is where "software" really becomes a massive game changer!•

"Elite" 3.
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"Elite" 3.

Our rare and Deepest Leaders (so "off-the hook" magic zone issues)
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Why are you here?

Do you wish for something "precise?"•

PRECISION REQUIREMENTS 

Do you wish for something "incremental?"•

INCREMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

Do you wish for something "elite?"•

ELITE REQUIREMENTS 

Take some time... Think about it.  WRITE IT DOWN.

(journaling or "mission logs" are a key, essential element to this Coaching System.  

It collapses the "Reality Function.")

This is crucial!  It is the destination... It sets ALL the mapping mechanisms and 

actions in motion.

Step #1: Why are YOU here?               
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In the MOW process, we also know this as the "outcomes."  IT IS the first 

paragraph and first answers you must give.

WHY ARE YOU HERE? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
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Sign the waiver and email back (You MUST complete this step to get access to the 

member's website and monthly webinars!)

Watch 30 min introduction video

Mark the 2nd and 3rd Tuesday of every month at 6pm mountain time on your 

calendar for our monthly webinars, to ask questions, get new content, and 

maintain momentum.

Once you send the signed waiver back to us, you will receive a login for the 
Member's Only website. 

Join our exclusive Facebook Group and introduce yourself! And, if you choose to 

find an accountability partner, state that in your post and we will assist you with 

pairing.

Login to the member's site and complete the "Getting Started" lesson

And, explore this robust site and everything it has to offer!

Live Life by Design course►

Topics to focus on specific areas of your life►

Recordings of all past Master Mind webinars►

Reality Coaching Channel►

At the end of the Getting Started lesson, you have a decision to make:

Do you want to make a complete "mental software" upgrade? Take the Live 

Life by Design course.

Master Mind checklist
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Do you want to make a complete "mental software" upgrade? Take the Live 

Life by Design course.

Do you want to focus on a specific area of your life? Explore "Topics" and take 

the applicable course of your choice.

Now you are off on your self-paced path!

(Optional) Volunteer for the Love Seat© and schedule it.

What's required for the Love Seat©:

Complete the Model of the World(MOW) exercisea.

Once MOW is completed and sent back, we begin our analysis

You watch a customized video packagea.

Schedule a 30 min call with us to process the MOW analysis, and 

volunteer for the next available Love Seat©!

c.

Once you have done the Love Seat©, your self-paced work on the member's site 

continues using the MOW analysis and actions and tools provided during the 

session, and the Live Life by Design course. 

If you choose to not do the Love Seat©, you must begin the Live Life by Design
course to do your own self-paced work on designing your new "mental software." 

The Love Seat© will only accelerate that process!

Make sure you stay active by joining the monthly webinars and write or call us at 

any time, and use the Facebook group to connect with others in the program and 

find an accountability buddy!
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Before we get started... Here's what you should know:

https://members.theinevitableyou.com/courses/the-first-map/

Make notes during the 6 videos, and any other content we have touched.  Be 
prepared with any questions.

I have your plan prepared.  I am looking forward to our first time together! 

Points to know:

"the first map"                                                                                    
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Everyone does the best they can with the tools they have...  EVERYONE!1.

(Many don't even know what tools they have, do you?  Hence... the MOW!)

What is The Inevitable You® ?2.

What is NLP?  (plus many other tools/ many systems)3.

We begin with R = f) software 4.

Two options:  R --> language, or... Language --> R ?5.

Win '616.

Don't Spill the Milk...7.

Work hard...8.

-embedded commands

1st barrier - broken leg/ limp9.

2nd - failure/ fear10.

3rd - LOA11.

4th - software flow12.

Circle back:

Rock stars (13)•

IHAD (14)•

GVOY (15)•

Quantum glass16.

-leads to frame and reframe

Leads to ICM17.

Conclusions:  18.
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Conclusions:  18.

  software and data are VERY different.  

  You are SOFTWARE, you are NOT data!

  Most do not know this.  

  To begin to accept... then USE... is...  risk / danger/ "hard" / 

     AND... transforming!

Most believe that they are a function of their DNA plus __________ 
(nature v. nurture)

They must overcome any negative "pre-dispositions"

Their history has meaning and mostly dictates the future

They do their best to positively modify what's happening (or avoid so 
that "not happening" is of more power and drive)

Their trauma and scars are real, and mostly a limitation

They do the best they can within this framework, hoping to get 
incrementally more when they can 

If you watch the 3 videos and get the 18 points above "absorbed" (I am NOT 
expecting perfection; it is not a test.)  I will send you the analysis.
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NOW... You can begin to read your analysis!
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The Six Layer Strategic/Tactical Approach Model:

awareness (layer 1)         = education, experience, focus on tools•

baseline (layer 2)              = really know where you are today•

analysis (layer 3)              = keep the pro’s/ discard the con’s•

design (layer 4)                  = consciously create a new blue print•

implement (layer 5)          = tools, actions, results, measurements•

follow up (layer 6)              = spaced repetition and reinforcement•

The MOW Analysis will blow your doors off.... It allows 

you to see things very differently than you have before...

Which is where the REAL WORK & PROGESS begins!

At an unprecedented speed and depth!

Do Your MOW!
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What is The Inevitable You®? WHY TIY?1.

Relationships/ Love “Software” (the masculine & feminine matrix) 2.

Deeper dive into The Inevitable You® (part II)3.

All about the MOW (why do it, what to expect, “neural snapshot,” 

blueprint/ design doc

4.

By now, you have received your analysis, and you have watched "Video 10"

Why do some change and others do not?  (flow tools) 

“Transformational” Psychology 

5.

Leadership, Part I, what is it? (IQ/ EQ)6.

Leadership, Part II, case studies, what goes wrong? How to fix...7.

“Gibb’s” Rules or, how to APPLY the new leadership tools that you 
have received

8.

Psychology of Wealth: financial MOW9.

Psychology of Wealth, Part II: case studies10.

Health, Energy, & Vitality11.

Master Map for the Master Mind!  
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Health, Energy, & Vitality11.

Goal Behavior & Psychology:  next year’s software, CANI the current 

year, & more!  (setting up next year for EPIC success!)

12.

BONUS ARCHIVE MATERIAL:

Parenting, "The Psychology of a Champion"•

Neural Communications package•

Goals/ Success NYR•

Stress: “eustress v. distress”•

Sales – The Psychology of a Closer•

NLP•

Spirituality•

PTSG (the challenge formerly known as PTSD)•

GVOY•

Fire Walk – Ignite Your Transformation•

More Leadership topics – Black belt Leadership pre-framing •

RCC (Love Seat©) •

Library/ archives!  (going over 3 years, that's over 36 recorded sessions...
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PLUS... All that is on the membership site

PLUS... YouTube's, podcasts, books chapters, extracts, articles, etc.

TIY (The Inevitable You® Coaching System) is designed for you to:

•awareness (layer 1)   = education, experience, focus on tools

•baseline (layer 2)      = really know where you are today

•analysis (layer 3)      = keep the pro’s/ discard the con’s

•design (layer 4)         = consciously create a new blue print

•implement (layer 5)  = tools, actions, results, measurements

•follow up (layer 6)    = spaced repetition and reinforcement

As you receive information....  (from where?  Master Mind, weekly Q & A 

webinars, archives, YouTube's / reading extracts, etc)

Process it for Truth/ Value...•

Determine HOW you will apply it...  If not, why not?   ASK FOR HELP!!!•

Iterate... Iterate... Iterate... !•
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Finally, realize this is a "forever" process!   You are with us for a YEAR!

"Windows" software each year!•

Whether it's: •

"plant - harvest - fallow - repeat"  or...  

"climb - fall - climb - consolidate - rest - repeat"  or ...   

"comfort - new magic - wisdom - repeat"  ....  etc...

What is your "software" to Love and Honor  and Enjoy this process?•

You are not broken, you never were.

You are loved.

You can do no wrong.

Everything is perfect just as it is.
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Conclusion:
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1-8-19 Master Mind session notes
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Does Reality happen, 1.

and one does the best that they can to describe/ 
react/ interact with it?

Or, by consciously choosing your language, 2.

(and the larger the language, the larger the causal 

impact) ==> one then creates their Reality?

Why is this so crucial to understand?

Why is this so crucial to BELIEVE?

Reality <---> Language:  which is it? 
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Why is this so crucial to understand?

Why is this so crucial to BELIEVE?
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